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Springer New York Okt 2013, 2013. Buch. Condition: Neu. Neuware - Biomedical Advances in HIV
Prevention: Social and Behavioral Perspectives Lisa A. Eaton and Seth C. Kalichman, editors Three
decades into the epidemic, a great deal is known about HIV and its transmission, more people are
living with the disease, and the virus is no longer seen as a death sentence. But new people
continue to be infected with HIV each year, making prevention strategies that are medically
effective and behaviorally engaging as urgent a priority as ever. Biomedical Advances in HIV
Prevention: Social and Behavioral Perspectives assembles the latest improvements, barriers to
implementation, and possibilities for--and challenges to--future progress. Innovations such as pre-
exposure prophylaxis (antiretroviral regimens for the high-risk uninfected) and treatment as
prevention (early use of ART to reduce infectiousness of new patients) are examined, as are current
findings on ongoing prevention and treatment concerns. Contributors illuminate the complex
realities entailing adherence, pointing out technological, behavioral, and cultural roadblocks as
well as opportunities to significantly reduce infection rates. Detailed up-to-the-minute coverage
includes: Prevention services for persons living with HIV Adherence to HIV treatment as prevention
and pre-exposure prophylaxis Advocating for rectal microbicides and safe lubricants Mental health
and...
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Definitely among the best book I have got possibly study. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Once you begin to read the book,
it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Olga Ledner MD-- Olga Ledner MD

Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner-- Shayne O'Conner
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